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ABSTRACT 

The study of nanomaterials is a developing science with potentially large benefits in the 

development of catalysts, optical and chemical sensors, and solid state memory devices.  

As several of these devices require large arrays of nanoparticles, one of the greatest 

obstacles in material characterization and device development is the reliable manufacture 

of nanopatterns over a large surface area.  In addition, various applications require different 

nanoparticle size and density.  High density arrays with small nanoparticle sizes are 

difficult to achieve over a large surface area using current manufacturing processes.  

Herein, Nanoimprint Lithography (NIL) and Dynamic Templating are combined to create 

a new manufacturing process capable of developing high density arrays with small 

nanoparticle sizes.  The NIL process involves the stamping of a polymer coated substrate 

by a silicon stamp with patterned nanofeatures.  The stamp is then removed, leaving the 

pattern in the polymer, which is first etched and then coated with a thin layer of metal, 

filling the recessed regions of the pattern.  The excess polymer is dissolved, leaving a 

pattern of nanoparticles on the substrate matching the pattern on the stamp.  When Dynamic 

Templating is applied, a very thin layer of metal can be coated, which forms small 

nanoparticle sizes when dewetted.  A custom NIL system has been developed to combine 

these two processes together, which has now proven to yield consistent large-area, dense 

arrays with a small nanoparticle size.  An array spacing of 700 nm has been achieved, along 

with a nanoparticle size of 90 nm.  Arrays have been created in gold and palladium, where 

there is now the potential to combine them with other solution-based syntheses which 

should lead to complex nanoparticle geometries suitable for sensor applications.  
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CHAPTER 1 

INTRODUCTION 

The study of nanomaterials is a relatively new science that involves the reduction of the 

size of material features to the nanoscale to create different effects than those which would 

normally be experienced with a bulk material.  These modifications can affect the way that 

light, chemicals, electricity, and so forth interact with the material.  Thus, nanomaterials 

are being found useful in the development of improved catalysts and optical and chemical 

sensors.  There are many other potential applications for nanomaterials which have not yet 

been explored, due to the relative youth of the science.  One of the great obstacles in 

nanomaterial characterization and the creation of new devices, however, is developing 

reliable manufacturing processes to produce these materials.  As the features in 

nanomaterials are very small, accurate placement and sizing of nanofeatures on a substrate 

can be quite difficult.  Thus, to aid in these endeavors, templates are commonly used in 

assembly processes to maintain consistency between the placement and size of features in 

nanomaterials.  Two of these methods will be discussed in this paper: Dynamic Templating 

and Nanoimprint Lithography (NIL). 

 Dynamic Templating is a method developed in our lab by Dr. Pouyan Farzinpour 

[1], which provides a method of rapidly and reliably creating arrays of nanoparticles.  It 

involves using a shadow mask as a template through which a sacrificial metal layer is 

deposited onto a substrate, followed by a layer of a target metal.  When the substrate is 

heated, dewetting occurs, causing the target metal to form near-hemispherical 

nanoparticles.  The sacrificial layer sublimates, forcing the target metal into individual 
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nanoparticles.  Without a sacrificial layer, the 

individual nanoparticles break up and form many 

smaller ones in a given location (see Figure 1.1).  Thus, 

the benefit of dynamic templating is being able to use a 

shadow mask with larger holes, while still maintaining 

a small nanoparticle size.  The weakness of the method 

is that the array area and the nanoparticle density are 

limited by the dimensions of the shadow masks used.  TEM grids are currently used as the 

shadow mask to produce nanoparticle arrays with a spacing of 1.6 μm over a circular area 

with a 2 mm diameter area. This is unsatisfactory from the standpoints that it does not 

provide a dense enough pattern over a large enough area for device fabrication and 

materials characterization. 

Nanoimprint Lithography, on the other hand, is a method of fabricating 

nanomaterials by imprinting a polymer-coated substrate by a stamp with the desired 

nanofeatures on the surface.  The stamp is then removed, the polymer is anisotropically 

etched to open the features to the substrate surface, a thin layer of the target metal is coated 

on the surface, and the residual polymer is dissolved, removing excess metal.  This leaves 

a pattern of nanoparticles on the substrate matching that of the stamp.  NIL is advantageous 

because stamps can be produced with arrays of nanofeatures with sizes on the order of a 

few hundred nanometers, where the spacing between features can be less than a 

micrometer.  Lightsmyth Technologies manufactures NIL stamps with spacings down to 

500 nm.  Thus, much denser arrays can be produced with NIL than with Dynamic 

Templating.  In addition, stamps are typically much larger than the TEM grids used in 

Figure 1.1: Dewetted 

nanoparticles without dynamic 

templating [1] 

10 μm 
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Dynamic Templating.  Stamps purchased from Lightsmyth have an area of 8.0 mm x 8.3 

mm, significantly larger than that of a TEM grid.  The weakness of NIL, however, is that 

the nanoparticle sizes are limited by the size of the features.  If too little metal of the target 

metal is used, the nanoparticles will separate, as shown above in Figure 1.1.  Here, it is 

demonstrated that NIL and Dynamic Templating can be combined to produce dense, large-

area arrays with small nanoparticle sizes.  Chapter 1 describes the design of a custom 

pneumatic press which meets the required specifications.  The second chapter details the 

process used to make arrays using the approach which combines NIL with Dynamic 

Templating. Chapter 3 provides a discussion of the development of the process, array 

characterization and an explanation of the results. 

As the process has been finalized, it has been shown to produce consistent arrays 

covering 90-95% of the stamp area, with a minimum nanoparticle diameter of 90 nm, and 

with potential to be reduced to 25 nm.  Arrays of gold and palladium nanoparticles have 

been produced and have shown their potential to act as templates in solution-based 

chemical processes able to grow complex nanoparticle geometries from the original semi-

hemispherical shapes.  Thus, this process has great potential in further material science 

research.  
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CHAPTER 2 

PRESS DESIGN 

Nanoimprint Lithography (NIL) requires a heated press capable of heating and applying 

pressure to a sample simultaneously in order to make an imprint.  According to the 

procedure established by Judy Wu et al. [2] where a similar process was carried out, 

imprints require a pressure of 20-40 bars and a temperature of 140 °C.  Taking the higher 

limit of pressure, this translates to a required force of about 60 lb per imprint. The stamp 

to be used for imprints is an 8.0 mm x 8.3 mm silicon stamp manufactured by Lightsmyth 

Technologies.   

 In searching for a press to suit our application, it was quickly discovered that the 

majority of heated presses are hydraulic and are designed to handle maximum forces of 15 

tons.  While this, in theory, should work for our application, there were several problems 

anticipated.  First, it would have been very difficult to achieve 60 lb on a 15 ton press with 

the included analog force readout.  This is because the measurement resolution is a 

percentage of the full scale value, meaning if there were 100 divisions on the force gauge, 

the resolution is 0.15 tons, or 300 lb.  Thus, to achieve a loading of 60 lb, the force would 

have to be adjusted to a position 1/6th of the way between zero and the first division.  

Though decreasing the maximum loading of the press would have increased the 

measurement resolution, this could have only been solved in part, as hydraulic presses 

typically don’t come with a maximum loading under 5 tons.  Thus, force resolution is only 

up to three times better than a 15 ton press, which is still insufficient.  Additionally, a low 

force resolution raised the concern that it would be easy to overload the press and 

potentially break the brittle silicon stamp.  As a result, this option was ruled out. 
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 Next, pneumatic presses were considered.  A pneumatic press was found with a 

maximum force of 2,000 lb.  Although this was much better than hydraulic presses, it was 

still deemed to have poor force resolution, and it was uncertain whether the press would 

actually suit our application or not.  Additionally, the cost of a heated pneumatic press was 

found to be twice the cost of its hydraulic counterpart; whereas a heated pneumatic press 

could be purchased for $5,000, a pneumatic heated press would have cost $10,000.  In 

addition to this, there were concerns regarding potential alignment issues with the press.  

As it was unknown what tolerances were used to build the press, it was uncertain how 

parallel the platens were, as well as to what degree they could self-align for a nanoscale 

application.  Since the features on the stamp have a depth of 300 nm, there is a very low 

tolerance for error.  Due to these concerns and the high cost of a pneumatic press, it was 

determined instead to design and build a low-duty press specific to our application. 

 The resulting press was designed to be a pneumatic press able to handle up to a 400 

lb imprint, although this specification was eventually reduced to 230 lb as a means of 

obtaining finer resolution in the pneumatic system.  The press is capable of maintaining 

temperatures up to 180 °C and was designed to self-align in nanoscale applications.  

Critical components were precision machined, and the overall cost for the press was 

approximately $4,000, including material and machining costs.  Currently, the press has 

been operational and successfully making imprints for more than a year.  The design of the 

various components of the press are detailed below, including the mechanical, thermal, and 

pneumatic systems. 
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2.1 Mechanical System 

The mechanical portion of the press is pictured in Figure 

2.1.  The components include the top plate (1), the top 

platen (2), the bottom platen (3), the guide rods (4), and the 

bushings (5).  The top platen slides up and down the guide 

rods and is actuated by a pneumatic cylinder.  The 

bushings provide stability and lubrication to the platen. 

 

2.1.1 Guide Rods and Bushings 

Commercially available heated presses typically have two 

or four guide rods, although some have none, relying merely on the stability of the 

hydraulic or pneumatic cylinder to keep the press aligned.  In the design of the NIL press, 

four guide rods were used for extra stability, keeping the platen from wobbling or moving 

in ways that may damage the stamp or sample being imprinted.  This is desirable, as the 

features to be imprinted are very small and must be handled carefully.  Having four guide 

rods also helps ensure consistency between imprints, since the platen will come down 

similarly for each imprint. 

The bushings were selected to add additional height to the top platen.  As the 

bushings are required to have an inner clearance to keep the press from binding, the extra 

height reduces wobbling of the platen as it moves up and down.  The bushings do not 

eliminate this type of movement entirely, however.  To do so would require much taller 

bushings and would limit the press from self-aligning, in case the sample and stamp were 

1 

2 

3 

4 

5 

Figure 2.1: Mechanical 

components of press 
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slightly misaligned.  It was therefore determined that designing the press with the ability 

to self-align to a small degree was desirable. 

The bushings are made of bronze and are lubricated with a high temperature dry 

lubricant.  This allows the press to operate at high temperatures without seizing. 

 

2.1.2 Platens 

The press was designed symmetrically to keep pressure distributed evenly over the surface 

of the platens.  The original design of the press utilized rectangular platens to allow easier 

access to imprinted samples, however, it was changed to a square shape to add more 

stability to the press and to ensure that pressure was distributed evenly.  The top plate and 

the bottom platen are 4 in. wide and 0.75 in. thick, and the top platen is slightly larger to 

accommodate the bushings. 

 In Figure 2.1, the press is pictured in the fully open position.  The distance between 

the platens in this position is referred to as the daylight opening, and the value for this press 

is 1.2 in.  This opening was limited by the size of connecting components between the 

cylinder and the platens, but was determined to be sufficient for handling samples.  In 

addition, as the seal in the pneumatic cylinder is not able to handle the temperatures the 

platens reach, the top plate is designed to remain at a lower temperature than the platens, 

meaning the platens expand more.  This results in a slight bowing of the guide rods, and if 

the top platen travels too far up the guide rods when the press is heated, it will bind. 

The platens for this press are constructed from Stainless Steel 410 (SS410).  

Stainless steel was selected for all heated components to resist corrosion and promote wear 

resistance.  This particular alloy is known to be particularly wear resistant as compared to 
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other stainless steel alloys.  For example, the Brinell hardness of SS410 is 422, whereas 

that of more common alloys such as SS316 and SS304 is significantly less: 149 and 123, 

respectively.  In addition, it has one of the higher thermal conductivities of stainless steel 

alloys: 24.9 W/m-K as opposed to 16.3 W/m-K for SS316 and 16.2 W/m-K for SS304.  

Having a higher thermal conductivity means the temperature is able to be maintained more 

uniformly throughout the platens than if a different alloy were used. 

 The platens were precision ground and precision machined to ensure that they 

would be strictly parallel to each other in their neutral position.  Due to the low tolerance 

for error in the process, this step was critically important; however, it has since been shown 

that the self-alignment property of the press is able to account for minor errors. 

 Commercially available presses can be purchased where either the bottom platen 

remains stationary while the top platen moves, or where the top platen remains stationary 

while the bottom platen moves.  The former configuration was selected for two reasons.  

First, before an imprint is made, the stamp simply rests on the sample and can be easily 

moved.  If the bottom platen were to move, it is possible that the position of the stamp 

relative to the sample would shift as it is being moved into position.  Second, the press was 

designed, in part, around the pneumatic cylinder.  Because the length of the cylinder was 

approximately equal to the height of the mechanical portion of the press, it would have 

required the design of a tall support system if the press was built using this alternate 

configuration.  This would have accrued unnecessary material and machining costs. 
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2.1.3 Pneumatic Cylinder 

A double-acting pneumatic cylinder (#6 in Figure 2.2) 

with a 1.5 in. diameter bore was selected to drive the 

press.  This provided adequate force to apply up to 230 

lb, which is sufficient for making 4 to 8 imprints 

simultaneously, depending on whether the maximum or 

minimum imprint pressure were to be used.  It is 

connected to the top platen by a pin connection with 

hardware supplied by the manufacturer, which allows for 

freedom of movement between the cylinder and the 

platen.  This freedom of movement is important to allow the press to self-align. 

 

2.1.4 Hydraulic Dampers 

Two hydraulic dampers (#7 in Figure 2.2) were included in the design of the press.  

Pneumatic components have the ability to move very quickly when put under pressure, so 

the hydraulic dampers keep the top platen from moving too quickly and potentially 

damaging fragile samples.  These hydraulic dampers are each attached to the press by two 

brackets (#8 in Figure 2.2) for added stability. 

  

6 

7 

8 

Figure 2.2: Cylinders and 

connecting plates 
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2.2 Thermal System 

2.2.1 Heaters 

The press was designed with three 90 watt 

stainless steel cartridge heaters in the bottom 

platen and two heaters in the top platen (#9 in 

Figure 2.3).  The heaters are staggered to allow 

for a more even temperature distribution in the 

platens in the closed position.  In the design 

phase, the spacing of the heaters was adjusted 

and different arrangements were tried in a thermal simulation until the temperature was 

satisfactorily uniform over the working surface of the press.  Figure 2.4 shows a later 

thermal simulation intended to validate the design 

which includes the working components of the 

press and has the platens in the full open position.  

The simulation assumes the bottom surface is 

insulated and all other surfaces are exposed to open 

convection.  The simulation showed that in the 

central area of the press, where imprints are the 

most likely to be made, neither surface exhibits a 

deviation of more than ±3 °C.  As imprints are 

made at a temperature well above the glass transition temperature of the polymer, this was 

determined to be satisfactory. 

  

9 

10 

11 

Figure 2.3: Thermal components of 

press 

Figure 2.4: Thermal simulation of 

working components of press 
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2.2.2 Thermal Resistor 

The press must be able to operate continuously at 140 °C.  However, a limitation is placed 

on the operating temperature by the pneumatic cylinder, which contains rubber seals that 

can only operate up to 120 °C.  To avoid damaging the seals, a thermal resistor was 

designed to slow the rate of conduction from the platens to the pneumatic cylinder.  

Referring to Figure 2.3, the thermal resistor consists of two parts: a notched stainless steel 

plate and a ceramic plate (#10 and #11, respectively). 

 The 0.25 in. thick ceramic plate is made of Macor® machinable ceramic.  This has 

a thermal conductivity of 1.46 W/m-K, which is much less than the thermal conductivity 

of stainless steel 410 (24.9 W/m-K).  By itself, the ceramic plate is able to slow the rate of 

conduction significantly.  It was, however, determined that this would not be sufficient, so 

a notched stainless steel plate was added to complete the thermal resistor. 

 The notched stainless steel plate can be seen in 

Figure 2.5.  The pattern has two purposes: (i) it provides 

a 35% reduction in surface area, thereby limiting the 

conductive path to the ceramic plate and (ii) as air heats 

up in the notches, it can convect out of the channels.  

Originally this pattern was to be cut into the ceramic 

plate, but due to the brittle nature of the material, it was anticipated that stress 

concentrations caused by sharp corners in the pattern would cause the plate to crumble with 

repeated use.  Without the pattern, however, the plate would be in pure compression and 

would be able to withstand the maximum loading of the press, as Macor® exhibits a high 

compressive strength of 50,000 psi.  Thus, it was decided to couple a flat Macor® plate 

Figure 2.5: Thermal resistor 

notched plate 
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with a notched Stainless Steel 316 plate for the thermal resistor to provide contact 

resistance in addition to thermal resistance.  SS316 was chosen for the reason that it has a 

thermal conductivity of 16 W/m-K, much lower than that of the platens. 

 In order to test the design of the thermal resistor, a simulation was performed on 

the necessary parts.  The 90W heaters were ignored for the sake of the simulation, as in 

steady state operation, they adjust their input to maintain the platens at the operating 

temperature.  Thus, the platens were assumed to have a constant temperature of 140 °C.  

The piston from the pneumatic cylinder was connected to the platen through the thermal 

resistor, and it was assumed that all parts were under natural convection.  The cylinder 

housing was excluded from the simulation, as it was assumed that natural convection would 

occur very similarly inside the cylinder as out, due to the high thermal conductivity of the 

aluminum walls. 

 The results can be seen in Figure 2.6.  The 

temperature was measured at two locations: at the 

top of the rod eye connector, and one inch above 

on the piston rod.  This second location is where 

the seal would be if the platen were in the raised 

position, which is the highest temperature the seal 

would see while in operation.  The temperature at 

this location is 97 °C, which is well within the 

acceptable range.  Further simulations were done until the temperature at the seal reached 

the limiting temperature of 120 °C.  With this condition, it was discovered that the 

maximum temperature the press can safely operate at is 180 °C. 

Figure 2.6: Thermal simulation for a 

platen temperature of 140 °C 
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2.2.3 Thermocouples 

Type J thermocouples were selected for use in the heated press, due to their high sensitivity 

(voltage vs. temperature response).  Higher sensitivity typically translates to a more 

accurate temperature measurement.  One thermocouple is located in each platen to measure 

its temperature individually.  They are placed inside the platen, 0.1 in. from the working 

surface to measure the surface temperature as accurately as possible without interfering 

with the integrity of the surface.  Both thermocouples are centered between two of the 

heaters, as to not be influenced by one heater more than the other. 

 

2.2.4 Temperature Controller 

The temperature controller consists of 

two CN7833 temperature controller 

units from Omega.  Each unit 

individually monitors and controls the 

temperature of one of the platens.  In 

the wiring diagram shown in Figure 

2.7, T1 and T2 represent the two 

thermocouples and R1 and R2 represent the heaters in the top and bottom platen, 

respectively.  The heaters are connected to 120V AC, and the temperature controllers use 

relays RY1 and RY2 to control the temperature of the platens using a simple on/off 

algorithm. 

  

Figure 2.7: Temperature controller wiring 

diagram 
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2.3 Pneumatic System 

The pneumatic system, detailed 

in Figure 2.8, is composed of a 

pressure inlet (A), a double 

acting cylinder (B), a four port, 

three way valve (C), two 

pressure gauges (D), two 

exhaust valves (E and F), and a 

flow control valve (G).  When 

the system is put under pressure, the movement of the cylinder can be controlled through 

the position of the four port valve.  The pressure can be read from the pressure gauges, 

and pressure can be reduced by the exhaust valve labeled ‘F’ if the system is over 

pressurized or no longer in use. 

 

2.3.1 Pneumatic Cylinder 

The pneumatic cylinder is double acting, which means it has two chambers that can be 

pressurized: one above the piston and one below.  If pressure is higher in the top chamber, 

the piston will move down, otherwise it will move up.  Pressure is monitored in each of 

these chambers separately. 

 The cylinder was selected to have a 1.5 in. diameter piston.  The diameter of the 

piston determines how much force the cylinder will exert for a given pressure.  The formula 

for determining press force is F = P*A, where P is the pressure difference between the two 

chambers and A is the area of the piston.  In this case, the area of the piston is 1.77 in.2, so 

Figure 2.8: Pneumatic diagram for the press 
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for a pressure of 100 psi, we achieve a press force of 177 lb.  For an imprint using a stamp 

with dimensions 8.0 mm x 8.3 mm at 40 bar, approximately 60 lb of force is needed to 

make the imprint, which translates to 34 psi of pressure.  If the piston had twice the surface 

area, this pressure would be cut in half, or in other words, 17 psi would be required to make 

an imprint.  While a larger piston size means higher forces can be achieved for a given inlet 

pressure, it also means the accuracy of the force measurement is reduced.  The accuracy of 

the pressure gauges is provided as ±0.5 psi, which translates to ±0.9 lb for a piston area of 

1.77 in.2, or ±1.8 lb for a piston area of twice that size.  It was determined that a piston with 

a diameter of 1.5 in. provided the appropriate balance between press force and accuracy. 

 

2.3.2 Four Port Valve 

The location of the four port valve on the press is shown 

as #12 in Figure 2.9.  In the diagram above in Figure 2.8, 

the symbol for the four port valve has three boxes that 

show the configuration of the valve for each of the three 

positions of the lever.  The valve has a defined inlet and a 

defined outlet which toggle between the other two ports.  

The pressure inlet for the system is connected to the valve 

inlet, and an exhaust valve is connected to the valve outlet.  

The other two ports are connected to the two chambers of 

the cylinder.  So, in the first lever position, the top chamber of the cylinder is pressurized 

and the bottom chamber exhausts until it reaches atmospheric pressure, moving the piston 

12 13 

Figure 2.9: Four port and 

exhaust valves 
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down.  The opposite happens in the third lever position.  In the middle position, all ports 

are closed and no movement occurs. 

 The exhaust valve (#13 in Figure 2.9) can be adjusted to let air out either very 

quickly or very slowly.  It has been found advantageous to close this valve almost entirely, 

as this keeps the platen from moving quickly when the lever is switched.  This is because 

the depressurized chamber is suddenly pressurized, equalizing the pressure in both 

chambers, then the exhausting chamber slowly loses pressure until it reaches atmospheric 

pressure.  As the force depends on the pressure difference between the two chambers, the 

force builds slowly and the piston likewise moves slowly.  This helps prevent damage to 

samples. 

 

2.3.3 Exhaust Valves and Flow Control Valve 

The exhaust valve (labeled F in Figure 2.8 and shown as 

#14 in Figure 2.10) is included in the pressure inlet to 

provide a means of lowering the pressure of the press.  It 

is also important for depressurizing the system when not 

in use, to preserve the life of pneumatic components. 

 The flow control valve (labeled G in Figure 2.8 and 

shown as #15 in Figure 2.10) is a means of controlling the rate of pressurization in the 

press.  It also helps damp out pressure surges from the pressure source. 

14 

15 

Figure 2.10: Exhaust and 

flow control valves on inlet 
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2.4 Completed Press 

The original CAD drawing of the press is shown below in Figure 2.11, as well as an image 

of the completed press. 

  

Figure 2.11: (a) CAD drawing of the press and (b) The as-built completed press 
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CHAPTER 3 

PROCESS 

The process of creating nanoparticle arrays is 

detailed in Figure 3.1.  The first step entails 

applying the anti-sticking layer to the stamp (a).  

After this, samples are cleaned and spin coated 

with the resist material (b).  The sample is then 

imprinted (c), and the stamp is removed (d).  The 

sample is anisotropically etched (e), coated with 

target metals (f), the residual resist and excess 

metal are removed (g), and the particles are 

dewetted (h).  The anti-sticking layer need only 

be applied once every several cycles; however, 

the stamp needs to be cleaned before each repetition of the cycle.  The individual steps of 

the process are detailed below. 

 

3.1 Applying the Anti-Sticking Layer 

Attempting to make imprints without an anti-

sticking layer has proved difficult, as the adhesion 

of the resist to the substrate rivals the adhesion of 

the resist to the stamp (Figure 3.2).  In the stamp 

removal process, part of the resist comes off with 

the stamp, leaving only a partial imprint on the 

 Figure 3.1: NIL process flow 

Figure 3.2: Silicon stamp with a 

penny for size comparison 
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substrate.  Although more thorough efforts to clean the substrate have yielded better results, 

the unpredictable behavior of the substrate-resist and resist-stamp interfaces during the 

stamp removal processes have necessitated the use of an anti-sticking layer.  The 

processing guidelines included with the mr-I 7030R resist recommend using F13-OTCS 

(CAS number [78560-45-9]) as the anti-sticking layer.  The current process is a hybrid of 

two methods [3, 4] and is summarized below. 

1. Clean the stamp carefully according to stamp cleaning guidelines detailed in the next 

section, followed by plasma cleaning for 20 min. with O2 plasma. 

2. Place the stamp face-down in 20 mM nitric acid for 5 min., only allowing the stamp 

face to contact the acid.  This creates hydroxide groups on the surface, providing an 

interface for the anti-sticking layer to covalently bond in monolayers to the stamp. 

3. Place the stamp face up in the center of a glass slide, laying flat on the bottom of a glass 

petri dish.  Place the petri dish in a glovebox purged with anhydrous N2 or argon gas to 

prevent premature polymerization of the anti-sticking layer, then pour a small amount 

of F13-OTCS around the glass slide.  Close the petri dish. 

4. Place the petri dish on a hotplate, and set the temperature at 150 °C for 90 min.  

Carefully remove from the hotplate and let cool to room temperature. 

5. Remove the stamp and place on a clean surface.  Holding the sides with PTFE or Nylon 

tweezers, blow the excess F13-OTCS off the surface with low-velocity air. 

6. Outside the anhydrous atmosphere, heat the stamp to 50 °C and spray the surface with 

deionized water.  Let it sit for 10 min, then increase the temperature to 150 °C for 15 

min. before removing it from heat and letting it cool to room temperature. 

7. Make two or three test imprints to remove any clumps of excess F13-OTCS. 
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3.2 Stamp Cleaning 

This process needs to be carried out before each imprint and is one of the most critical steps 

for making successful imprints.  The more care that is put into stamp cleaning, the better 

imprints will turn out. 

1. Carefully place the stamp in a small beaker, face down on the curved side as shown in 

Figure 3.3, and spray with acetone. 

2. Wait for any residual CrystalbondTM adhesive from the 

previous stamp removal step to dissolve, then remove 

the stamp. 

3. Replace the acetone and place the stamp face-down in 

the beaker.  Holding the beaker at an angle to keep the 

stamp face-down, place the beaker in an ultrasonic 

cleaner for 15-30 seconds.  Remove the beaker from 

the ultrasonic cleaner. 

4. Remove the stamp, and as it dries, observe how the acetone behaves.  If the stamp is 

clean, the acetone will instantly slide off the surface of the stamp and evaporate, leaving 

no trail.  If it is not clean, the acetone will evaporate locally or will leave a visible trail.  

If it is not clean, repeat the previous step until this is true. 

 

3.3 Sample Preparation 

1. Cut the samples to size.  Samples should be larger than the stamp by at least 1 mm on 

each side to accommodate for the edge bead produced by the spin coating process. 

Figure 3.3: Stamp placement 

in beaker for cleaning step 
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2. While holding each sample with tweezers, spray both sides with DI water and blow dry 

with pressurized air.  Repeat one more time with DI water, then with acetone. 

3. If contaminants are still visible on the surface, swab both sides of the sample with a lab 

wipe and repeat the previous step. 

4. Place samples vertically in a 

beaker (using a holder) in clean 

deionized water and sonicate 

for 5 minutes (see Figure 3.4).  

Remove samples and blow dry.  

After this step, take care to set 

samples only on clean, dust-

free surfaces and to keep them covered whenever possible. 

5. Bake samples for 30 min. at 200 °C [6]. 

6. Spin coat samples with mr-I 7030R 

polymer (Micro Resist Technology 

GmbH) at 1000 rpm for 60 s to 

achieve a 500 nm thick layer [6].  The 

polymer should be dispensed using a 

carefully cleaned PTFE dropper 

bottle to ensure no contamination enters the bottle with successive uses and that the 

solvents in the polymer do not dissolve the bottle material (see Figure 3.5). 

Figure 3.5: (a) Spin coater and (b) PTFE 

dropper bottle 

Figure 3.4: (a) Ultrasonic cleaner and (b) Beaker 

with sample holder 
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7. After the samples have dried, carefully swab their undersides with acetone to remove 

any excess polymer that has dripped over the edges during spin coating.  Dust samples 

off with dry air to remove any lint from swabs or laboratory wipes. 

8. Bake the samples on a hotplate at 100 °C for 1 min; let cool [6]. 

9. Store samples in a closed, dust-free container until use. 

 

3.4 Making the Imprint 

1. Heat the press up to 140 °C [2]. 

2. Place the stamp face up on a clean surface with one edge hanging over slightly.  

Position the sample face down on the stamp, then grab both with tweezers and turn 

them over.  Slide them to the correct position on the press. 

3. Turn the lever on the press to the down position to lower the top platen, then increase 

the pressure to the desired pressure.  An imprint pressure of 20-40 bar is recommended 

[2].  To achieve a pressure of 40 bar at the stamp, the pneumatic pressure of the press 

must be 34 psi. 

4. Allow the stamp and sample to remain at 140 °C and under pressure for 5 min.  Cool 

the press to 50 °C before continuing, then relieve the pressure and remove the sample. 

 

3.5 Stamp Removal 

1. Melt CrystalbondTM adhesive onto a clean glass surface.  Place the stamp in the melted 

CrystalbondTM and allow it to solidify. 

2. Using tweezers, carefully pry the sample off of the stamp. 
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3. Heat the stamp until the CrystalbondTM liquefies, then slide a razorblade underneath 

the stamp to separate and remove it from the glass surface.  Clean the stamp using the 

outlined procedure. 

 

3.6 Etching the Resist 

1. Place sample face up in the Reactive Ion Etching (RIE) chamber. 

2. Close the chamber and evacuate it to a base pressure of 2E-5 torr. 

3. Introduce O2 gas into the system at a rate of 50 sccm and then adjust the vacuum outlet 

until the chamber pressure reaches 50 mTorr. 

4. Set the power on the power supply to 60 W and then turn on the supply to ignite the 

plasma.  Etch for five minutes. 

5. Turn off the power supply, vent the chamber, and then remove the sample. 

 

3.7 Coating the Sample 

1. Place the sample on the sample holder and 

insert it into the sputter coater. (Figure 3.6) 

2. Wait until the sputtering chamber has reached 

the base pressure, then flush the sputtering guns 

with argon for 10 min. 

3. Adjust the beam energy to 6.0 keV and the 

sputtering gun current to 200 μA and then move the desired target into position. 

4. Turn on the sputter coater and run for 30 s to clean the target.  Open the shutter and 

coat the sample for the time necessary to achieve the desired thickness.  For dynamic 

Figure 3.6: Sputter coater 
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templating, the sample should first be coated with antimony, then with the target metal 

for the array. 

5. Turn on the sputter coater and run for 30 s to clean the target.  Open the shutter and 

coat the sample for the time needed to achieve the desired thickness.  For dynamic 

templating, the sample should first be coated with antimony, then with the target metal 

for the array.  The layer of both metals combined must be thinner than the polymer 

thickness after etching, or the remainder of the process will not succeed. 

6. Once the process is complete, remove the sample. 

 

3.8 Liftoff 

1. Place the sample face up in a beaker containing acetone.  Leave the sample in the beaker 

for two minutes in order to allow the resist to dissolve. 

2. Remove the sample, allow it to air dry, then place it face-up on a clean, hard surface. 

3. Carefully attach a clean, dust-free piece of ScotchTM tape to the coated face of the 

sample.  Press down gently on the surface with a finger to improve the adhesion of the 

tape.  Carefully peel the tape off, holding the sample on the end with tweezers as it 

becomes exposed.  Most of the excess metal should come off with this step. 

4. Place the sample face down on the rounded side of a beaker.  Cover the sample with 

acetone, then place the beaker in an ultrasonic cleaner for 1 min., holding the beaker at 

an angle to keep the sample upright. 
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5. Remove the sample and examine the surface.  This step is complete if the patterned 

surface looks uniform and if it appears that all excess metal has been removed.  

Otherwise, replace the acetone and repeat the previous step. 

6. Holding the sample with tweezers, spray with acetone and carefully blow it dry. 

 

3.9 Dewetting Particles 

The dewetting of nanoparticles is a defining step in the templating process.  It causes 

individual nanostructures to gather into semi-hemispherical nanoparticles.  This occurs as 

the target metal is brought to its melting temperature.  In the case of dynamic templating, 

the sacrificial metal layer sublimates from underneath the thin layer of target metal, forcing 

it to gather into a single nanoparticle instead of breaking up into many nanoparticles, as is 

the case when no sacrificial layer is used.  The dewetting process utilizes a four step 

procedure: 

1. Place the sample in the center of a tube furnace; seal the tube, and flush it with argon 

gas to remove oxygen. 

2. The heating step is optimized for each material. For the case of Au nanoparticles the 

furnace is heated to a temperature of 1085°C in 30 min. The nanoparticle assembly 

occurs near 630°C, but further heating is used to rid the Au nanoparticles of antimony 

contaminants and to improve their crystallinity [1]. 

3. Turn off the furnace and allow it to cool to room temperature. 

4. Remove the sample from the furnace. 
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CHAPTER 4 

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

This chapter discusses the experiments used to develop the overall process and provides 

the results obtained throughout the course of experimentation.  Results are separated into 

two sections below: making imprints, and processing imprinted samples.  The former 

section discusses the process of imprinting samples with the custom press, which is the 

first step in the Nanoimprint Lithography process.  In the final section, the remaining steps 

of the Nanoimprint Lithography process, as well as the integration of Dynamic Templating 

are covered. 

 

4.1 Making Imprints 

This part of the project consisted of four distinct phases.  First, a 1.2 μm thick nickel mesh 

grid with 5 μm square holes and a 12 μm center-to-center spacing was used to make 

imprints.  This coarser pattern was used with a low-cost resist (PMMA) to provide proof 

of concept for the method before proceeding with a denser pattern.  Second, a silicon stamp 

was purchased from Lightsmyth Technologies with 300 nm cylinders patterned in a 

hexagonal array with a center-to-center spacing of 700 nm.  This was used in conjunction 

with the PMMA resist until it became apparent that further progress in developing the 

progress would be difficult due to the strong adhesion of the stamp to the resist, which 

resulted in much of the resist peeling from the substrate.  Third, a specialized NIL resist 

was incorporated into the process, which had better stamp release properties than PMMA.  

Imprints using this resist improved significantly, showing crisper features over larger areas.  

However, much of the resist was still coming off with the stamp.  So, in the fourth phase, 
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an anti-sticking layer was applied to the stamp, which solved the problem of resist-stamp 

adhesion and resulted in nearly complete imprints and a high degree of continuous pattern 

transfer over the surface of samples. 

 

4.1.1 Nickel Mesh Grid 

The nickel mesh grid used for imprints is approximately 1.2 μm thick and has 5 μm wide 

square holes spaced 12 μm apart (i.e. the center-to-center distance).  When imprints were 

made, the grid was laid on a glass slide spin coated with PMMA at 1000 rpm for 60 s (10% 

solution by weight, dissolved in toluene), and the polymer was forced through the holes in 

the nickel mesh grid.  Although this is the opposite of the desired process, where holes are 

punched into the polymer, it was a good starting point for developing the process.  The 

pattern was much coarser than the features on the silicon stamp, and also mold removal 

was not an issue, since the grid is flexible and peeled off easily after imprints.  Because 

material costs were low, the grids were used for only one imprint apiece before disposal, 

negating the need for cleaning. 

Figure 4. 1 shows an SEM micrograph of a successful imprint.  The image is 

obtained using a sample affixed to an SEM 

stub which is tilted at a 65° angle. The 

image shows an area with raised pillars 

over an approximate 0.5 mm x 0.4 mm area.  

The pattern is quite uniform with only a few 

pillars missing. 
Figure 4.1: Successful nickel mesh imprint 

100 μm 
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  Figure 4.2 shows a closer view of the pillars.  The indentation in the middle of the 

pillars is an air bubble formed from the polymer flowing up the sides of the pattern and 

contacting a piece of glass which was 

placed on top of the grid to keep it flat 

during the imprint.  At this location, a 

scratch has been made in the polymer 

surface to expose the glass as a means of 

measuring how much polymer was 

squeezed into the square holes and how 

much remained on the glass.  From the dimensions placed on the image, and considering 

that the sample is angled at 65°, the pillars are approximately 1.2 μm tall and the height of 

the remaining polymer ranges from 320 to 470 nm. 

  Once successful imprints were made over the whole surface of the grid, the 

remainder of the process was carried out to provide proof of concept for the future process.  

The sample was (i) etched isotropically using a plasma cleaner to expose the glass in 

between the square pillars, (ii) coated with gold, and (iii) exposed to acetone to dissolve 

the remaining resist. This procedure 

produced the original grid pattern in gold. 

The next three figures show an 

image of a sample that has been imprinted, 

etched, coated with gold, and then had the 

residual resist dissolved.  Figure 4.3 shows 

a portion of the pattern with dimensions 

Figure 4.2: Square pillars along a scratch 

5 μm 

Figure 4.3: Gold mesh on glass substrate 

30 μm 
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placed on and in between pillars.  As can be seen, the dimensional integrity of the pillars 

has for the most part been preserved throughout the whole process.  The shape, however, 

is not as crisp.  This is a result of the 

combined imprint and etching processes.  

Because the pillars do not have perfectly 

square tops, it leads to non-uniformities 

when etched.  A good example of this is 

shown in Figure 4.4, where an area is 

shown in which the pattern transfer is poor.  

In this area, there was likely less polymer which led to the formation of incomplete pillars.  

As they were etched, the shorter parts of these pillars were etched away, exposing the glass.  

This resulted in incomplete or missing square holes in the grid.  

 In addition, some of the edges are ragged because the gold also deposited on the 

sides of the pillars and, as a result, broke away when the residual resist was dissolved.  This 

becomes apparent as the sample is tilted, as 

in Figure 4.5.  Here, the ragged edges can 

be seen on several of the square holes.  

Also shown in this image are two 

unsuccessful square holes where the 

polymer has been encapsulated by gold 

and, therefore, could not dissolve.  This 

occurred because the initial pillar was short enough that after etching, the gold deposited 

continuously over the glass and residual polymer, enclosing the polymer and protecting it 

Figure 4.4: Gold mesh imperfections 

50 μm 

Figure 4.5: Tilted view of gold mesh 

10 μm 
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from the acetone.  In order for the residual polymer to be dissolved, it must be exposed to 

acetone. 

Finally, Figure 4.6 shows an SEM 

image taken in backscatter mode of a large 

area with a successful pattern.  The light 

gray area is gold, and the black area is 

exposed glass.  At this point, this phase of 

the project was deemed a success, in that it 

provided proof that the NIL press is capable 

of producing imprints on small length scales.  In addition, it provided sufficient proof of 

concept for the overall process to move forward in development. 

 

4.1.2 Silicon Stamp with a PMMA Resist 

Following the experiments using a nickel mesh grid, a silicon stamp was used to imprint a 

PMMA resist.  The silicon stamp was purchased from Lightsmyth Technologies and has 

cylindrical posts patterned over a 8.0 mm x 8.3 mm surface area in a hexagonal pattern.  

The posts are 300 nm in diameter, 300 nm 

long, and have a center-to-center distance 

of 700 nm (see Figure 4.7.)  As the silicon 

stamp had much smaller features with a 

much higher density than the previous 

nickel mesh grid, a sharp learning curve 

was expected.  This proved to be correct, 

Figure 4.6: Back-scattered image of gold 

mesh pattern transfer over a large area 

100 μm 

Figure 4.7: SEM image of stamp pillars 

1 μm 
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thus PMMA was used as a resist until the process was sufficiently developed, as specialized 

NIL polymers are significantly more expensive and have a limited shelf life. 

The stamp exhibits a diffraction pattern, which 

results from the interference of waves of light interacting 

with the surface of the stamp.  This is because the features 

on the stamp are of the same order as the visible 

wavelengths of light.  As can be seen in Figure 4.8, the 

surface of the stamp appears colorful and shiny, due to the 

diffraction pattern.  The back side of the stamp, however, is a dull gray color.  When 

making imprints, the existence and strength of a diffraction pattern on the polymer surface 

has proved to be a good indicator of the success of pattern transfer. 

Initially, when working with the stamp, cleanliness was a significant issue.  After 

the first couple of imprints with the new stamp, the stamp began to pick up dust and other 

particles, resulting in incomplete imprints.  In addition, stamp removal was difficult, due 

to the poor release properties of PMMA.  The stamp came off with much difficulty, usually 

requiring multiple attempts.  At this stage, the imprint typically covered only 5-10% of the 

total stamp area. 

It was quickly recognized that when there was any degree of pattern transfer, there 

would be a diffraction pattern.  However, when these samples were viewed using an SEM, 

it was discovered that the existence of a diffraction pattern only means that there are 

features existing with the same periodicity as that of the stamp.  The first few samples 

mainly consisted of areas that had pits with the correct period as the features on the stamp 

as seen in Figure 4.9 (a); however, they did not resemble the pillars on the stamp.  Other 

Figure 4.8: Silicon stamp 
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areas had some 

resemblance to the pillars 

on the stamp.  However, 

there were lines along the 

pillars, as can be seen in 

Figure 4.9 (b), and when 

examining other areas 

(Figure 4.9 (c)), it appears 

that much of the resist is separating from the substrate and coming off with the stamp.  The 

image shows a small area with a successful pattern, which is peeling away from the rest of 

the resist (the lighter colors in these SEM images represent a closer proximity to the 

electron detector). 

In addition to these challenges, 

there were large areas found with round 

indents much larger than the pillars (see 

Figure 4.10 (a)).  These are assumed to 

originate from air bubbles, and the main 

source of these has been determined to be 

the cleanliness of the stamp, which keeps 

the stamp from making full contact with 

the resist and therefore does not squeeze out all the air from in between the stamp and 

resist.  The reason for this belief is that the stamp was discovered to have contaminants 

stuck to it immediately after the imprint, shown in Figure 4.10 (a), that were not being 

Figure 4.10: (a) Area with air bubbles in 

resist and (b) Stamp with contaminants on 

surface 

10 μm 10 μm 

Figure 4.9: (a) Pits with same period as stamp, (b) Partial 

pattern transfer with lines along features, and (c) Imprint 

with peeling resist 

3 μm 1 μm 5 μm 
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removed by acetone; these contaminants were large enough to keep the stamp from making 

contact with the resist.  Some of the contaminants on the stamp are pictured in Figure 4.10 

(b).  It is uncertain whether these contaminants are organic or inorganic, but they did not 

dissolve in acetone, thus a better cleaning method was needed.  Additionally, some areas 

of the stamp were covered with many broken pillars (Figure 4.11), which resulted from 

damage to the surface of the stamp.  The pillars, being as small as they are, appear to have 

bonded to the surface of the stamp.  In order 

to remove these pillars and other 

contaminants, a method was first employed 

where the stamp was bonded to a glass slide 

using CrystalbondTM, then ScotchTM tape 

was applied to the surface repeatedly in the 

hope that any contaminants would attach to 

the tape surface.  Although this method appeared to remove some of the larger 

contaminants, it was tedious and was somewhat ineffective.  As an alternative, sonication 

was employed with the stamp face-up, in an effort to avoid contact of the stamp features 

with a glass surface, fearing that this might break the pillars.  Although it was initially 

anticipated that the high frequency vibrations would damage the delicate stamp features, 

the stamp has appeared to maintain its integrity throughout imprints and the sonication 

process has appeared to rid the stamp of any particulate contaminants.  

Figure 4.11: Broken pillars on stamp 

5 μm 
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Figure 4.12 shows a 

combination of the defects mentioned 

above.  In both images, there is a small 

area that had successful pattern 

transfer; however, in the surrounding 

areas there is a combination of air 

bubbles and areas where the imprint 

either wasn’t complete or where the resist came off with the stamp.  Ineffective stamp 

cleaning methods contributed to unsuccessful imprints, while adhesion of the PMMA to 

the stamp contributed to the resist coming off with the stamp. 

With PMMA as a resist material, the maximum achieved coverage of an imprint 

was approximately 40% of the stamp area.  

While the diffraction pattern covered a 

large area, there were many imperfections 

in the surface, as shown in Figure 4.12.  In 

addition, in successfully patterned areas it 

was common to see broken edges around 

the cylinders punched into the resist, as is 

shown in Figure 4.13.  This, once again, suggests adhesion of the resist to the stamp.  It 

was, therefore, determined that a specialized resist would be needed to make further 

progress, and PMMA was discontinued as a resist material. 

 

  

Figure 4.12: Partial pattern transfer with pits, air 

bubbles, and peeling resist 

5 μm 10 μm 

Figure 4.13: Broken edges of features in an 

area with successful pattern transfer 

3 μm 
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4.1.3 Silicon Stamp with mr-I 7030R Resist 

In an effort to minimize adhesion of the stamp to the resist, the mr-I 7030R NIL resist from 

Micro Resist Technology was purchased to replace PMMA as a resist material.  This resist 

is specially formulated to reduce adhesion between the stamp and resist and is the same 

resist Wu et al. used for their experiments [2].  The process parameters remained largely 

the same, even with the implementation of the new resist. 

With the new resist, samples were coated at 

1000 rpm to achieve a thickness of slightly more than 

500 nm.  In Figure 4.14, a sample was spin coated 

and a scratch was made in the surface of the resist 

which reached the glass substrate.  In the SEM 

image, the sample is angled at 65°, such that the 

measurement of 462 nm represents an actual height 

of 515 nm.  This measurement was taken near the center of the sample, and other 

measurements were made along the scratch to determine the thickness uniformity.  There 

was very little deviation in the center of the sample, but the edges of the resist were slightly 

thicker, measuring about 800 nm.  This was to be anticipated, as the spin coating process 

leaves a visibly thicker bead around the edge of the sample.  The sample is purposely larger 

than the stamp for this reason; thus, the edge bead was determined to be unimportant unless 

the sample size approaches the size of the stamp. 

The consistency of the new resist was slightly different than PMMA dissolved in 

toluene, and resembled that of a thick dish-soap-water mixture.  Because of the apparent 

high surface tension, it proved difficult to avoid the formation of bubbles on the surface 

Figure 4.14: Height measurement 

of the resist along a scratch 

500 nm 
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when depositing the solution.  If allowed to remain on the surface when the spin coating 

process began, these bubbles would leave behind trails in the polymer film. 

The new resist provided cleaner 

patterns from the onset.  Although 

changing the resist material required 

adjustments, and the areas of successful 

pattern transfer were initially small 

following the change, the quality of the 

imprinted areas were much crisper.  Figure 

4.15 shows the first successful sample made with the new resist.  In the patterned area, 

though small, it can be seen that the features are very crisp and that none of the edges of 

the cylinders are broken, as was the case with the PMMA resist.  In addition, the stamp 

removal process became much easier and much more successful.  Though stamp removal 

did not always occur on the first attempt, it usually occurred within 2 attempts; this was a 

significant improvement to the overall process. 

 In spite of the improved quality of patterned areas, some unusual effects were 

noticed that did not occur with PMMA.  

Pattern transfer, though successful, was 

initially not continuous over large areas.  

Instead, irregular shapes were formed that 

appeared to have broken edges, as shown in 

Figure 4.16.  These shapes were never 

observed when using PMMA as a resist 

Figure 4.15: Successful pattern transfer 

with new resist material 

3 μm 

Figure 4.16: Tilted view of unusual patterns 

10 μm 
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material; however, it should be recalled that much of the resist came off with the stamp, 

meaning that such a pattern may have formed but was removed from the substrate with the 

stamp.  Additionally, the material properties differ between the two resists, meaning the 

new resist would interact differently with the stamp than the PMMA did.  This, however, 

does not explain why these unusual patterns formed. 

In Figure 4.17, further insight is gained when measuring the height of the pattern 

from the side.  The height is measured to be 1800 nm in the image, which translates to 

about 2000 nm (after accounting for the 65° tilt angle).  The thickness of the original spin 

coated layer was measured to be between 500 and 800 nm, and the height of these patterns 

is more than twice that.  Because of this 

large discrepancy, and because very little 

polymer is left on the substrate aside from 

these pedestals, it is assumed that the stamp 

did not lower all the way, and the resist 

either flowed to the stamp or the stamp 

initially contacted the resist, then stretched 

it to its final position.  Either way, the implication is that the stamp was not properly 

cleaned, such that contaminants on the stamp surface kept the stamp from going down all 

the way to make full contact with the resist.  Previously using a PMMA resist, it was not 

fully known how effective stamp cleaning methods were, as too little of the imprint was 

left behind on the substrate surface to make determinations such as this.  Thus, the stamp 

was imaged after cleaning to determine how effective the methods being used were. 

Figure 4.17: Side view and height 

measurement of unusual patterns in resist 

2 μm 
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 When imaging the stamp, many contaminants were discovered on its surface (see 

Figure 4.18).  Using Energy-Dispersive X-ray Spectroscopy (EDX), the composition of 

many of the contaminants was determined.  Most of the contaminants contained a 

significant amount of carbon and were 

therefore organic.  Many of these were 

assumed to be dust particles.  There were, 

however, a few particles that contained 

elements with the composition of a 

stainless steel alloy, suggesting that these 

particles were likely originating from the 

stainless steel tweezers or the stainless steel razor blades used to handle the stamp.  

Although these tools never were used to intentionally touch the stamp surface, it is 

anticipated that over time, small pieces of the sharp tip of the blade or the tweezers were 

transferred to the surface during the stamp cleaning process.  During this process, the 

tweezers and razor blade are used to transport the stamp in and out of the beaker used to 

clean the stamp, and small chips likely fell into the acetone and deposited onto the surface 

of the stamp.  Because of this, all stainless steel tools were replaced with TeflonTM tools 

during the stamp cleaning process.  In addition, the sonication part of the stamp cleaning 

process was adjusted to improve the removal of both organic and non-organic 

contaminants.  To this point, the stamp was sonicated in acetone face up, but it was realized 

that keeping the stamp face up only caused contaminants to bounce around on the stamp 

surface.  The stamp was instead turned over to allow particles to fall off of the stamp.  At 

the same time, it was expected that placing the stamp face down on a flat surface would 

Figure 4.18: Contaminant on stamp surface 

4 μm 
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severely destroy the stamp features, so it was placed facing the curved side of the beaker 

such that only the edges of the stamp would contact the glass.  These combined revisions 

on the stamp cleaning method proved to be very successful, and the first patterns produced 

after these measures were implemented appeared to have nearly complete contact between 

the stamp and resist.  This was determined by viewing the underside of the sample after an 

imprint was made: where contact is made, the color of the stamp appears uniform and 

smooth.  Where contact is incomplete, but where the stamp and the resist come close, a 

repeated rainbow-colored interference pattern can be seen. 

 The first imprint made after revising 

the stamp cleaning method provided a 

pattern that covered an area 30% the size of 

the stamp.  Though 40% coverage had been 

achieved previously, this sample exhibited 

the largest known continuous pattern 

transfer to this point, as prior patterns 

exhibited a high number of defects interspersed throughout.  One of these areas can be seen 

in Figure 4.19.  Although resolution limits 

the visibility of the features, it can be seen 

that the pattern transfer is continuous for 

approximately 325 μm x 225 μm with very 

few defects.  (Figure 4.20 provides a close 

up view of a portion of this area.)  

Figure 4.19: Imprint with revised cleaning 

methods 

100 μm 

Figure 4.20: Close-up view of imprint with 

revised cleaning methods 

5 μm 
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 Other areas where pattern replication was not as pronounced show a significant 

number of defects, as seen in Figure 4.21 (a).  In order to determine the nature of these 

defects, the sample was viewed 

while tilted.  Several of the areas 

viewed suggested that the resist 

stuck to the stamp and came 

clean off the substrate.  Before, 

when using PMMA as a resist, 

these types of defects could have 

been from air pockets due to a contaminated stamp.  This also occurred with the first few 

samples using the new resist.  However, some definite differences exist in Figure 4.21 (b), 

as the walls are shear and the substrate appears to be exposed.  In addition, the 

measurements of the resist thickness (about 680 nm) seem to suggest that the stamp made 

complete contact with the resist, instead of previously when the resist was much thicker.  

Finally, the raised portion of resist appears to be peeling from the substrate.  Thus, it was 

determined that, in spite of improved imprints, the adhesion of the resist to the stamp was 

too strong relative to the adhesion between the resist and the substrate. 

 In order to address this issue, efforts were put forth to increase the adhesion between 

the resist and substrate through more diligent preparation of the substrate surface before 

spin coating.  Prior to this, the substrates were cleaned by spraying them with DI water and 

then blowing them dry to remove large particles; this was followed by sonication in DI 

Figure 4.21: (a) Area in previous sample with defects 

and (b) Tilted view of resist peeling from substrate 

100 μm 1 μm 
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water to remove smaller particles.  In order 

to remove organic contaminants, the 

substrates were then plasma cleaned using 

O2 gas for 5-10 min.  In efforts to promote 

better adhesion, one more step was added: 

the samples were baked on a hot plate for 

30 min at 200 °C prior to plasma cleaning 

[6].  This was a previously neglected step taken from the processing guidelines that 

accompanied the new resist.  More diligent substrate preparation did not solve all problems 

with continuity.  However, soon after making an imprint with 30% coverage, an imprint 

was made with 45% coverage.  This sample is pictured in Figure 4.22 and shows a portion 

of the patterned area approximately 650 μm x 450 μm in size.  This area was the most 

continuous portion of the patterned area and exhibits relatively few defects. 

 At this time, it was recognized that contaminants were getting onto the substrate 

surfaces somewhere in the spin coating process.  It was determined that small particles 

were being picked up by the glass pipet used to deposit the liquid resist on the substrates 

prior to the spin coating process, which in turn ended up in the solution.  This occurred in 

spite of efforts to clean pipets thoroughly prior to use and to keep them from making contact 

with any surface during the process.  However, over time the resist appeared to pick up 

small dust or other particles, which in turn ended up on the sample surfaces during spin 

coating.  As spin coated polymer surfaces appear very smooth and clear, the contaminants 

were able to be seen with the naked eye.  In order to protect the stamp features and to allow 

the stamp to make full contact with the resist, these imperfections, as a temporary solution, 

Figure 4.22: Large area imprint with few 

defects 

200 μm 
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were scratched out of the resist surface and blown away using pressurized air.  This process 

further improved the success of imprints, and within a week the pattern coverage increased 

from 45% to 90%.  The most continuous area is pictured in Figure 4.23, which has 

dimensions of approximately 2500 μm x 1750 μm.  The lighter shaded areas are where the 

pattern is continuous, and the darker shaded areas are where the imprint did not succeed.  

The few bright spots are dust particles that 

fell on the sample after the imprint was 

made.  Following this sample, 90-95% 

coverage became standard.  However, due 

to an inability to rid the pattern entirely of 

defects as a consequence of some of the 

resist coming off with the stamp, it was 

determined that an anti-sticking layer would need to be applied to the stamp to further 

improve the quality of imprints. 

 

4.1.4 Silicon Stamp with Anti-Sticking Layer 

Due to the anticipated complications in the stamp cleaning process, an anti-sticking layer 

for the stamp was not considered until absolutely necessary.  Initially it was assumed that 

such methods as plasma ashing and cleaning in acetone would damage the anti-sticking 

layer, thus invalidating current cleaning methods.  So, after applying the anti-sticking layer 

to the stamp, cleaning methods were replaced by simply sonicating the stamp face down in 

DI water to remove particles from the stamp.  Excess polymer on the stamp from previous 

Figure 4.23: Continuous patterned area in 

sample with 90% stamp area coverage 

500 μm 
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imprints was left on the stamp, with the hope that it would assimilate into the new imprint 

resist layer and distribute evenly. 

 Once the anti-sticking layer was applied, the first imprint was mostly unsuccessful, 

with only small areas exhibiting a diffraction pattern.  This occurred because the excess 

anti-sticking layer polymerized on the surface of the stamp as part of the process and acted 

as a contaminant to keep the stamp features from fully contacting the resist; however, most 

of the excess came off with the first imprint, 

resulting in a successful second imprint 

with 95% coverage.  The area shown in 

Figure 4.24 displays an area approximately 

3000 μm x 2250 μm in size with nearly 

continuous coverage.  At this scale, the 

lighter colored areas are where the imprint 

succeeded, and the dark lines are mostly areas where the stamp has been damaged in 

previous experiments.  The bright spots are dust and other particles that deposited on the 

sample after the imprint was complete.  As the details of the pattern cannot be seen on this 

scale, Figure 4.25 shows a closer view of 

one of the regions to examine the integrity 

of the surface.  In this image, it can be seen 

that, in spite of a large coverage, there are 

still many defects interspersed throughout 

the pattern.   There appeared to be very 

little peeling of the resist, as occurred 

Figure 4.24: Successful imprint over large 

area of sample with 95% coverage 

500 μm 

Figure 4.25: Close-up of defects in previous 

pattern 

200 μm 
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previously without the anti-sticking layer.  However, there appear to be air bubbles forming 

in the surface of the resist.  Although not included in the previous discussion, these 

snowflake-type patterns have been observed in previous samples and have been confirmed 

to be pockets of air.  It is unknown why such shapes are formed; however, it is assumed to 

be directly related to the hexagonal placement of pillars on the stamp. 

 After the second imprint with the 

anti-sticking layer, the third and fourth 

imprints left a large amount of resist on the 

stamp around the outside edges, resulting in 

significantly reduced coverage.  In addition 

to this, it began to be difficult to find an area 

with successful pattern transfer without air 

bubbles, as shown in Figure 4.26.  The explanation for this is that when the excess polymer 

is not removed from the stamp, particularly when it creates a boundary around the outside 

of the stamp, it creates a large air pocket in between the stamp and resist before making the 

imprint.  The resist around the edges of the stamp melts and combines with the resist on 

the substrate, effectively sealing the air trapped between the stamp and resist inside.  When 

pressure is applied, the air is forced into the resist surface, resulting in the formation of air 

bubbles throughout the surface of the sample.  Contrary to what was hoped for, the excess 

resist left on the stamp did not assimilate into the resist coated on the substrate and 

distribute itself evenly.  Thus, it was determined that a stamp cleaning method needed to 

be implemented to remove resist from the stamp after imprints. 

Figure 4.26: Successful pattern transfer 

interspersed with air bubbles 

10 μm 
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 In researching alternate stamp cleaning methods, a procedure was discovered which 

involves immersing the stamp in hot S-1165 stamp cleaner to remove organic 

contaminants, then imprinting the stamp into polycarbonate to remove particulate 

contaminants [5].  Addressing the second part of this process first, this method was 

suggested as an alternative to ultrasonication of the stamp, which is currently being used 

in the stamp cleaning procedure.  This is intended to prolong the life of the stamp, as 

ultrasonication has the potential of breaking stamp features.  In Figure 4.26, there appears 

to be evidence of this, as when looking closely, some pillars are missing from the pattern, 

as they have been broken off of the stamp.  While the same stamp has been used for all 

imprints and has on occasion sustained accidental tool damage as well as damage from dust 

and other contaminants during imprints (see scratches in Figure 4.24), such damage usually 

results in a large numbers of broken pillars in a single area rather than a few isolated ones.  

Where minor damage is sustained, it is likely to be from ultrasonication.  Thus, it would 

prolong the life of the stamp if the method outlined in this paper was used.  Currently, 

ultrasonication provides a quick way to remove particulate contaminants, however, where 

it is deemed important to preserve the stamp life, making imprints in polycarbonate appears 

to be a good alternative. 

 Addressing the first part of the process, the stamp is immersed in S-1165 stamp 

cleaner.  This is a proprietary blend of solvents intended to remove any organic 

contamination from NIL stamps.  In the report, the stamp is coated with a similar anti-

sticking layer, and data is provided which shows the degradation of the anti-sticking layer 

after 5 trials, which is characterized by the contact angle of a water droplet using a 

tensiometer.  Initially, a contact angle was measured to be 111°, and after cleaning 5 times 
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was reduced to 108° [5].  This degradation proved to be insignificant, by their judgment.  

Thus, according to this source, organic solvents do not significantly affect the quality of 

the anti-sticking layer.  As acetone has been sufficient for stamp cleaning and is assumed 

to be less aggressive than S-1165 cleaner, former stamp cleaning methods were resumed, 

resulting in immediate success in making repeated imprints with 95% coverage. 

When these samples were 

viewed with the SEM, the air 

bubbles that existed previously 

disappeared, with the exception of 

some regions around the edges of 

the stamp, which likely resulted 

from small particulate contaminants 

that prevented the stamp from fully 

contacting the resist in that location.  Two of these samples are pictured in Figure 4.27.  As 

can be seen, a diffraction pattern exists over approximately 95% of the surface.  As should 

be noted from previous 

successful imprints, 

however, the presence of a 

diffraction pattern does not 

guarantee defect-free 

imprints.  In this case, there 

is a lighter colored region 

with a diffraction pattern 

Figure 4.27: Samples with 95% coverage and 70% 

continuous patterns 

Figure 4.28: Successful continuous pattern transfer 

10 μm 
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adjacent to the spots missing a diffraction pattern.  These are regions populated with air 

bubbles, due to the further proximity of the stamp from the sample.  However, as the 

surface of the sample was scanned using the SEM, it was verified that the remainder of the 

sample was defect-free over 70% of the surface, exhibiting the highest quality of pattern 

transfer seen at this point.  This was a significant milestone in proving the feasibility of the 

current NIL process.  An example of this area is shown in Figure 4.28. 

With further improvements, including (i) a change from glass to pre-cut sapphire 

substrates, (ii) more diligent cleaning and spin coating of substrates, (iii) replacing the 

stamp, and (iv) cooling samples down before relieving pressure once imprints are 

completed [6], the quality of imprints was greatly improved.  The standard for imprints is 

now 95-100% coverage, with 90-95% continuous pattern transfer.  One of these samples 

is pictured in Figure 4.29.  With the 

exception of the corners, which were 

removed prior to the imprint in order to 

keep the edge bead from the spin coating 

process from interfering with the 

imprinting process, the imprint has full 

coverage of the surface, with an 

approximate 95% continuous pattern.  

Many samples have been imprinted using this process, and results have been found to be 

consistent when proper procedure is followed.  Thus, the custom NIL press has been proven 

to be successful in achieving large-area imprints of nanofeatures, which can be further 

processed for making arrays of nanoparticles. 

Figure 4.29: Fully imprinted sample with a 

continuous pattern transfer of 95% 
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4.2 Processing Imprinted Samples 

With consistent full imprints and successful pattern transfer covering 90-95% of the stamp 

area in samples, the samples were ready to be etched, coated, and dewetted to create 

nanoparticle arrays.  These steps are detailed below. 

 

4.2.1 Reactive Ion Etching 

The samples were first etched using Reactive Ion Etching (RIE).  RIE is an anisotropic 

method of etching that accelerates a plasma at a surface using electrodes to achieve a 

mostly unidirectional etch.  This was necessary for the process, as samples are spin coated 

with a thicker layer of polymer than needed to make an imprint.  There are two reasons for 

this: first, it keeps the delicate stamp features from contacting the sample during an imprint, 

thus preserving the life of the stamp, and second, the polymer is forced to flow throughout 

the stamp features, making a complete imprint.  As was experienced many times in the 

development of the process, when the stamp does not fully contact the polymer due to 

particulate contaminants, air bubbles are introduced into the polymer, which causes an 

incomplete imprint.  It is anticipated that a shortage of polymer would result in similar 

behavior as when the stamp does not make full contact with the polymer layer.  Thus, it is 

important to make imprints with excess polymer, then etch the sample until the substrate 

is exposed to facilitate the later coating and liftoff parts of the process. 
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 To carry out the RIE process, PMMA etching parameters were selected as a starting 

point, including the use of oxygen as the process gas.  Samples were placed in the chamber 

and etched for various times, then viewed with an SEM to determine the approximate 

etching rate.  In Figure 4.30 (a), a sample is shown where the buffer layer has not been 

entirely removed, while Figure 

4.30 (b) displays a sample that 

has been sufficiently etched.  

Initially etching times were 

underestimated, which with later 

coating and liftoff process was 

found to produce no array at all.  

This is because no metal was able 

to bond to the substrate surface during deposition, and subsequently was removed when 

the polymer layer was dissolved.  As etching times were increased, it was found that 

excessive etching could either partially or completely remove the polymer from the 

substrate, such that metal would deposit directly over the whole substrate surface and no 

array would be produced during the liftoff process.  As etching times were being adjusted, 

it was found that either of these two scenarios typically occurred to some degree on each 

sample, though not usually over the whole surface.  It is uncertain whether this originates 

from non-uniformities occurring from the spin coating or imprint procedures; however, it 

has become clear that even when full imprints are made, the depth of the pattern is not 

Figure 4.30: (a) Sample etched for insufficient time 

and (b) Sample etched sufficiently to remove buffer 

layer 

1 μm 1 μm 
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exactly the same over the whole surface of the 

sample.  In Figure 4.31, an example of a sample 

can be seen where etching for too long has begun 

to clean the resist off the substrate in certain areas.  

Such features were common as etching times were 

being optimized.  With time, however, an 

intermediate etching time was discovered which is 

able to produce a consistent etch that etches deeply enough while not cleaning the polymer 

off the substrate.  In spite of differences in resist thicknesses on a given sample, it has been 

found that there is enough consistency in the process for this etching time to work for all 

samples. 

 

4.2.2 Coating Samples 

After being etched, samples were coated with gold as a target metal.  Initially, samples 

were coated with a 30 nm layer of gold.  This produced nanoparticles with an approximate 

diameter of 160 nm after liftoff and dewetting.  As the goal was to reduce nanoparticle size 

as much as possible, the gold layer thickness was decreased to 20 nm, which produced a 

nanoparticle size of 150 nm.  Further reductions to a 10 nm thickness resulted in many of 

the nanoparticles breaking up during the dewetting process, so dynamic templating was 

added to the process to allow for smaller nanoparticle diameters. 

 Dynamic templating is a method which uses a template for creating arrays of 

nanoparticles where a template may be used with features much larger than the intended 

nanoparticle size.  Farzinpour defines a “width to height ratio” as the width of template 

Figure 4.31: Resist partially 

removed from substrate through RIE 
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features divided by the height of the deposited layer of target metal.  As explained by 

Farzinpour, when arrays are made without dynamic templating (referred to as “passive 

templating”), the width to height ratio of a deposited layer must be less than 100 to avoid 

the breaking up of individual nanoparticles during the dewetting step if dynamic templating 

is not utilized.  However, with dynamic templating, width to height ratios of up to 10,000 

may be attained.  This is possible through the use of a sacrificial metal layer that sublimates 

as the target metal begins to melt.  For gold, antimony is used as the sacrificial layer.  As 

the antimony sublimates, the gold is forced to assemble into a single nanoparticle located 

at the center of the antimony pedestal.  Thus, thin films are kept from breaking up during 

the dewetting process [1]. 

In the current study, a width to height ratio of 30 was attained before nanoparticles 

started breaking up.  Once dynamic templating was added to the process, however, 

thicknesses of 10 nm and 5 nm were able to be coated over a layer of antimony, resulting 

in nanoparticle diameters of 120 nm and 90 nm, respectively.  If dynamic templating allows 

for a width to height ratio 100 times more than that of passive templating, then ratio values 

of 3,000 should be possible.  That would require a 0.1 nm thick layer of gold and would 

result in nanoparticles with a 25 nm diameter.  This is the theoretical size limit for the size 

of stamp being used, though this has not yet been tested. 

 

4.2.3 Liftoff 

After coating, liftoff was carried out.  During the coating process, the whole sample is 

coated with metal, some falling through the holes of the pattern and bonding to the substrate 
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surface, and some falling on the 

residual polymer layer.  The 

goal of the liftoff process is to 

remove the polymer layer and 

the excess metal on top of the 

polymer layer.  Initially, this was 

achieved by dissolving the resist 

with acetone, then sonicating the 

sample to shake the excess metal loose.  For thicker metal layers, this proved to be difficult, 

as gold deposits continuously between the two layers and therefore must be broken free, as 

seen in Figure 4.32 (a).  This occurs because the holes in the polymer have a slight slope 

to them, resulting either from a slight taper in the stamp features or from lateral etching 

during the RIE process.  Using sonication alone to remove the residual layer, much of the 

metal remained on the surface after several minutes in random configurations, as can be 

seen in Figure 4.32 (b).  Thus, an alternate method of liftoff was tried, where the resist was 

first dissolved in acetone, followed by removing the excess metal layer with ScotchTM tape.  

This was followed by sonication in acetone 

to remove any residue from the tape and 

any remaining metal.  This method proved 

very effective in carrying out the liftoff 

procedure, even for thicker metal layers.  

An SEM image of a sample after liftoff can 

be seen in Figure 4.33. 

Figure 4.32: (a) Excess metal layer peeling from array 

and (b) Array with incomplete removal of excess metal 

layer 

1 μm 50 μm 

Figure 4.33: Sample after liftoff procedure 

1 μm 
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4.2.4 Dewetting 

During dewetting, metallic nanoparticles are brought to their melting point and allowed to 

cool to room temperature.  This allows them to form a semi-hemispherical shape, 

regardless of their shape before dewetting.  Initially, samples were processed with a 30 nm 

thick gold film, resulting in 160 nm diameter nanoparticles.  Substrates were glass, which 

worked well until the 

dewetting step.  In Figure 

4.34 (a), it can be seen that 

the glass appears to have 

been eaten into slightly by 

the nanoparticles, and an 

outline can be seen of the 

original shape and size of the particle after the coating process.  It was discovered that the 

gold and glass react with each other around 600 °C, causing this to occur.  In an attempt to 

avoid this problem, the dewetting temperature was decreased to 500 °C (see Figure 4.34 

(b)).  Though this appears to have solved the problem of the gold eating into the glass, the 

nanoparticles were not brought to a high enough temperature to fully dewet and form a 

semi-hemispherical shape.  Thus, glass was determined to be unsuitable for a substrate 

material. 

 Sapphire was used as a replacement substrate material.  Due to the sensitivity of 

the process to cleaning and particulate contaminants, pre-cut 1 cm square sapphire 

substrates were used, to avoid chips produced from cutting substrates.  Slight modifications 

needed to be made in the imprint process with this change, as the spin coating process 

Figure 4.34: (a) Glass sample dewetted at 600 °C 

and (b) Glass sample dewetted at 500 °C 

500 nm 500 nm 
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produces a thick bead in the corners of samples, which kept the stamp from making full 

contact with the spin coated layer.  This was resolved by removing the thicker layer at the 

corners before making an imprint. 

 With the new substrate material, 

dewetting temperatures were able to be 

increased to 1085 °C, well above the 

melting temperature of gold, to allow the 

nanoparticles to form a semi-hemispherical 

shape and to completely get rid of 

antimony, once it was added to the process.  

In addition, due to the nanoparticle-substrate interaction and the crystalline nature of 

sapphire, the nanoparticles exhibit facets, and do not exhibit a fully rounded shape (see 

Figure 4.35), as previously observed on a glass substrate.  This is important, as faceted 

nanoparticles are desirable when utilized as templates in solution-based chemical 

syntheses.  This, therefore, greatly increases the possibility that these samples will be useful 

for furthering materials research. 

Presently, the arrays produced have 

been used to validate this hypothesis.  

Though much work would still need to be 

done to successfully grow a full array of 

nanoparticles of another geometry, some 

success has already been had.  In Figure 

4.36, cubical nanoparticles have been 

Figure 4.35: Faceted nanoparticles 

500 nm 

Figure 4.36: Cubical nanoparticles grown 

from an array 

500 nm 
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grown from one of the arrays produced using the methods outlined in this work.  While 

this process is far from optimized, it is encouraging that most of the nanoparticles over the 

surface have a faceted geometry. 

In Figure 4.37, a successful array of gold nanoparticles can be seen.  The array 

matches the pattern on the original stamp, and the integrity is very good.  Thus, the 

combined methods have been successful in producing large-area, high density arrays with 

small nanoparticle sizes. 

 
Figure 4.37: Successful array of gold nanoparticles  

10 μm 
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CHAPTER 5 

CONCLUSION 

The objective of this research was to develop a new process that is capable of creating 

large-area, high density nanoparticle arrays with a small nanoparticle size.  Through the 

combination of Nanoimprint Lithography and Dynamic Templating, patterns were able to 

be produced over an 8.0 mm x 8.3 mm surface with a spacing of 700 nm between particles 

and with a minimum nanoparticle diameter of 90 nm.  These patterns were able to be 

consistently replicated over 90-95% of the stamp area. 

 The arrays produced have been shown in part to have potential to be combined with 

other solution-based chemical processes to grow other geometries of nanoparticles.  This 

is significant, as nanoparticle arrays of different geometries are likely to have applications 

in developing sensors and catalytic materials.  Thus, the future of the project is to combine 

the arrays from this work with solution-based methods to develop and characterize new 

materials usable in the construction of sensors and catalysts. 

 While arrays exhibit a high degree of successful pattern transfer, the process could 

be improved upon to further reduce the air bubbles induced in the pattern.  There are many 

factors that could contribute to air bubbles in the resist surface, and the exact cause for 

them is unknown.  However, one experiment that could still be done is to carry out imprints 

in a helium atmosphere, as helium is smaller than nitrogen, oxygen, and carbon dioxide 

molecules found in atmospheric air and may, hence, be more likely to leave the stamp area 

under the compression of the imprint force. 

 The combination of NIL and Dynamic Templating has proven to overcome some 

of the foundational limitations of both processes.  NIL is able to produce arrays with a 
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higher density and over a larger surface area than the templates currently being used when 

carrying out Dynamic Templating.  Furthermore, the combined Dynamic Templating and 

NIL process can produce a smaller nanoparticle size than NIL can as a standalone method.  

It is anticipated that these methods will be further developed to achieve a nanoparticle 

spacing of 500 nm with a nanoparticle size of 25 nm over the same area.  Such 

advancements will further the possibility that the instrumentation and processes devised in 

this thesis project will enable fundamental research and allow for the prototyping of sensor 

technologies. 
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